But with it comes the expectation that the STFC can achieve significant internal savings -expected to include reductions in staff numbers achieved through restrictions on recruitment, and restrictions on travel -and the prospect of research councils refocusing their research programmes on areas regarded as priority by the government. £106 m of "value for money" savings from the combined research councils will fund a range of new opportunities for staff exchanges with industry, postgraduate research studentships and collaborative research.
Secretary of State John Denham stresses that science and technology continues to be a government priority, but reiterates those areas of science considered esepcially valuable: "The [Research] Councils will be developing plans over the next few months to refocus their research programmes for 2010-11 into new priority areas such as the green economy, life sciences, the digital economy, high-value manufacturing systems and services and cultural and creative industries." How these priorities will affect STFC research remains to be seen.
The allocation will enable STFC to continue to deliver a major science and technology programme -notably to maintain funding for standard and rolling grants at the level previously forecast for 2009-10.
However, there will be adjustments to the programme planned from 2010-11 onward in light of the national budget's forecasts of medium-term UK government expenditure -which means targeted programme slippages and delays, reductions in facility operations, and reductions in support for a small proportion of STFC's specific projects in 2009-10.
http://www.dius.gov.uk/budget2009 http://www.scitech.ac.uk Extraterrestrial chemistry, a UK research strength, is now reinforcing community links through the Cosmochemical Analysis Network (CAN), which allows members access to world-class analytical facilities, enabling UK scientists to study extraterrestrial materials in all its forms and prepare for samples returned by future missions. The launch of UK CAN follows three years of preparation by the institutions hosting the facilities -the Open University, the University of Manchester, Imperial College and the Natural History Museum in London -to develop complementary instruments, techniques and sample analysis protocols. The project is funded jointly by the four institutions and the Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC). UK CAN will also offer training for scientists at all stages of their careers, providing students and post-doctoral researchers with a spread of transferable skills and techniques.
Sample return from planets such as Mars is the next step for cosmochemistry. UK researchers have played major parts in the development of this field, through research on extraerrestrial material such as meteorites and dust. They have also been instrumental in the design and construction of instruments, both for missions in space and for the precision analysis needed for UK CAN. Continuing this development is a key aim of UK CAN, in order to build research expertise for the future, and to boost UK industry by training in these sought-after high level scientific and technical fields.
rEsEarch NotEs
The prospect of advanced astrometric satellites raises the tantalizing possibility that we will be able to make astrometric measurements at such a precision as to place constraints on dark energy parameters. That is the premise outlined by Fiona Ding and Rupert Croft of Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA, in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Establishing the cosmological distance scale has long been a goal of astrophysics. Parallax measurements and simple geometry were used to establish the distance of nearby objects, taking measurements at different times when the Earth was at different positions in its orbit around the Sun. The same principle applies to, say, quasars, if we could measure distances with sufficient precision.
And precision data at cosmological distances would feed into estimates of dark energy parameters.
Kardashev suggested in 1986 that Earth's position with respect to the cosmic microwave background would be a good framework for such parallax measurements. Ding and Croft have established that our movement relative to the CMB would be sufficient, over 10 years, to be useful. Based on published estimates of instrument performance, they calculate that a 10-year-long Gaia mission observing around a million quasars could measure the Hubble constant to within 25km s -1 Mpc -1 . Gaia has a nominal five-year lifetime, so even this prospect, as the authors say, "may be too optimistic".
However, Ding and Croft go on to outline mission concepts along the lines of NASA's Terrestrial Planet Finder, that could incorporate this technique. They stress that, while such measurements are beyond the capabilities of current instruments, "there appear to be no obvious astrophysical sources of systematic error on these measurements" -unlike all other proposed probes of dark energy. There are statistical errors, and there may be unthought-of errors, but these could be explored while Gaia is working, for example.
All in all, the authors make a case for exploring these possibilities, making the best use of resources to provide valuable independent measurements not available by other means. Ding and Croft's work will be published in MNRAS in June.
